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Sport Participation Trophies: A New Perspective
APIVEO Presents the Safe at Home Game
Confessions of a Crybaby



TESTIMONIALS

			“It's my absolute pleasure to get everyone on board that I can!  In the beginning, I was tempted to keep APIVEO as just our team thing.  But after seeing the positive impact on our kids, I wanted to make sure every coach I could reach had the opportunity to use the program with their kids.  What you've created has helped me to be a real coach and I am grateful for your leadership.  As I tell anyone who will listen, I really don't know much about baseball.  But I want to use the skills I do have to serve those around me.  APIVEO is helping me to do just that!”

Team Manager
Auburn Dixie Baseball/Softball Assoc.




“As Principal of our school, I highly and enthusiastically recommend APIVEO as an organization and Mr. Brad Jubin and as an individual who sincerely is "Being The Example."  If you want students and adults to see and experience what authentic leadership is all about, give Mr. Jubin a call and find the time to meet with him.  As one student told me after Chapel, "Man...Mr. Richards, that guy rocks!"  I agreed.”

Principal, St Paul Lutheran School
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